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Introduction

1.1

Motivation

Announcing the future stance of monetary policy has become a common component
in the toolbox of central banks. The Bank of England and the Federal Reserve, for
instance, have started to make public statements about their future actions. In particular, they have been pledging since 2012 and 2013, respectively, to refrain from
increasing the short-term interest rates until the economic situation has improved.1
A broad academic and political debate has emerged on the potential and limits of
such forward guidance. One challenging phenomenon has attracted particular attention: If an economy is hit by adverse shocks—e.g. by a negative shock to financial
intermediation—and the central bank’s reaction is constrained by the zero bound on
nominal interest rates, such a downturn will cause excessively high costs. Figuring out
how the central bank can reduce the economic costs of this downturn and can provide
appropriate stimulus for the economy is a major challenge for monetary policy—and
the subject of ongoing debate.
Several solutions to this problem have been proposed in the academic literature. Krugman (1998), Eggertsson and Woodford (2003), and recently Werning (2011) have investigated how commitments to keeping the nominal interest rate at zero for several
periods—even beyond the duration in the discretionary solution—can generate favorable tradeoffs between current downturns and a future boom and can lower the intertemporal costs of adverse shocks.

1.2

Approach and results

In this paper we introduce the concept of Forward Guidance Contracts as an alternative
and flexible commitment device to address this issue. In particular, we combine the
standard New Keynesian Framework to examine the zero-bound problem2 under Forward Guidance Contracts. These contracts work as follows: Central bankers announce
1

The initial pledges in December 2012 and August 2013, respectively, were conditioned on unemployment rates. Since then a variety of other measures have been used (see Economist (2014)).
2
See Eggertsson and Woodford (2003) and Eggertsson (2003).
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their policy rate for a particular time frame. The central bankers’ intertemporal utility
is made dependent on the accuracy of this forecast. For instance, their pay or pension
could monotonically decrease with the size of the deviation of the actual interest-rate
choice from the forecast.
The essential idea of Forward Guidance Contracts is that they create partial commitment. Central bankers will try to stick to the forecast but still deviate to some extent
if future developments make such a commitment too costly. We show that Forward
Guidance Contracts can yield favorable tradeoffs between the efficacy of forward guidance in helping to jump-start the economy and a reduction of flexibility in responding
to future developments.
At a more specific level, our results are as follows: First, we integrate simple renewable
Forward Guidance Contracts set by the government into the New Keynesian Framework. Second, we analyze and characterize optimal Forward Guidance Contracts when
the government commits to using such contracts in downturns. Under these contracts,
the central banker sets interest rates in a downturn at zero and sets interest rates
immediately after the downturn at levels lower than the ones he would set under discretion. The induced higher levels of inflation and output at the beginning of the future
boom feed back into higher current output and inflation. Third, we characterize the
contracts the government chooses when it decides in each period whether to offer Forward Guidance Contracts or not. Fourth, we characterize Forward Guidance Contracts
that yield an entire range of welfare gains for negative natural real interest-rate shocks
when the contract parameters have to be chosen under a veil of uncertainty about such
shocks. Typically, the optimal intensity of central bankers’ incentives to stick to their
forecasts is moderate in such circumstances. Fifth, we consider an alternative contractual environment in which Forward Guidance Contracts are signed at the beginning of
a given period t, become effective immediately, last two periods, and do not constrain
the interest-rate forecast in the contract. Such contracts can achieve welfare gains similar to one-period contracts. In addition, they can easily be extended to longer-term
contracts, which can further improve welfare if the natural real interest-rate shock is
extremely severe.

3

1.3

Literature

Forward Guidance Contracts are a new type of contract for central bankers. They
are based on earlier and recent literature. Walsh (1995)3 proposes incentive contracts
for central bankers and shows that such contracts can eliminate the inflation bias and
can induce socially desirable shock stabilization when central bankers face a classic
time-inconsistency problem. Gersbach and Hahn (2014) show that inflation forecast
contracts that condition central bankers’ pay on the precision of their inflation forecasts
can improve welfare in a standard New Keynesian Framework when the economy faces
cost-push shocks. In the present paper we discuss Forward Guidance Contracts in which
the central bankers’ utility is contingent on the accuracy of their own forecast regarding
their future policy choices. It turns out that such Forward Guidance Contracts can
create favorable tradeoffs between the commitment to zero interest rates when the
economy is hit by a negative natural real interest-rate shock and the desired flexibility
in increasing interest rates when the economy returns to normal levels.
The present paper belongs to a recent strand of literature on the benefits and costs of
forward guidance and the optimal way of implementing it. Woodford (2012), Campbell
(2008) and Gersbach and Hahn (2011) stress the social value of publishing central bank
interest rate projections, and Campbell et al. (2012) and Gurkaynak et al. (2005) find
that policy inclinations about the forward path of interest rates reveal information and
can affect market expectations.4 Others, such as Lim and Goodhart (2011), are much
more critical, suggesting that forward guidance may have little impact on expectations.
We add to this literature by suggesting a concrete implementation of forward guidance
and discuss ways in which Forward Guidance Contracts may help in jump-starting an
economy.

1.4

Organization of paper

The paper is organized as follows: In the next section we present the model. To assess
the potential of and challenges to Forward Guidance Contracts, the standard discre3

The theory of incentive contracts was further developed in the influential papers by Persson and
Tabellini (1993), Beetsma and Jensen (1998), Beetsma and Jensen (1999), Jensen (1997), Lockwood
(1997), and Svensson (1997).
4
Mirkov and Natvik (2013) find that central banks may be unwilling to deviate from previous
interest-rate projections.
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tionary solution without Forward Guidance Contracts is presented in Section 3. In
Section 4 we establish the properties and the welfare implications of optimal Forward
Guidance Contracts. In Section 5 we investigate an alternative environment for Forward Guidance Contracts. A discussion and our conclusions are presented in Section 6.

2
2.1

Model
A general framework

Our model combines Forward Guidance Contracts with the standard New Keynesian
Framework to examine the zero-bound problem in a similar way to Eggertsson and
Woodford (2003) and Eggertsson (2003). Time is discrete and indexed by t = 0, 1, 2, ....
The IS Curve is described by
xt = Et [xt+1 ] −

1
(it − Et [πt+1 ] − rt ),
σ

(1)

where xt denotes the (log) output gap in period t and Et [πt+1 ] denotes the inflation
rate in t + 1 expected in t. Parameter σ satisfies σ > 0, it is the nominal interest rate,
and rt the natural real interest rate.
Following Eggertsson (2003), we consider two possible realizations of rt , that correspond
to two different states s ∈ {L, H}. With a slight abuse of notation, we write rL and
rH for these realizations. We assume rH > 0 and rL < 0, which ensures that the zero
lower bound typically binds in state L but not in state H. In the following, we will say
that the economy is in a “downturn” if the state is L. Similarly, we will use the term
“normal times” to describe an economy in state H.
Like Eggertsson (2003), we consider a situation where the economy is initially in a
downturn, i.e. s = L. In each period t = 1, 2, ..., the state will change to s = H with
constant probability 1 − δ (0 < δ < 1) and then remain in this state forever. With
probability δ, the economy remains in the downturn. The Phillips Curve is
πt = κxt + βEt [πt+1 ],
with κ > 0 and β (0 < β < 1) as the common discount factor.

5

(2)

The instantaneous social loss function is
lt =


1 2
πt + λx2t ,
2

(3)

where λ > 0. Future losses are discounted by the factor β.
As explained in more detail in Appendix H, we assume that the central banker shares
the private agents’ objectives and thus faces the loss function (3) in each period. In
addition, he may face a Forward Guidance Contract characterized by parameter b,
which implies that the central banker incurs utility losses b(it − ift )2 when the interest
rate he has chosen, it , differs from the level stipulated in the contract, ift . We assume
in the following that the level of interest rates stipulated in the contract5 is zero, i.e.
ift = 0. First, this is broadly in line with current forward guidance practices of central
banks in different countries. Second, it is straightforward to show that level zero is the
optimal non-negative level for interest-rate forecasts.
In Appendix H we provide a foundation of the central banker’s utility function when
the government offers him a wage contract composed of a fixed wage and a variable
component increasing with the accuracy of the interest-rate forecast and hence decreasing with (it − ift )2 . The parameter b—chosen by the government acting as contract designer—measures the intensity of incentives provided by the Forward Guidance
Contract.

2.2

Forward Guidance Contracts

For the moment we will focus on simple renewable Forward Guidance Contracts that
may be chosen by the government and affect the central banker’s incentives in the
subsequent period. In particular, we will consider two scenarios. In the first scenario,
we will examine the implications of Forward Guidance Contracts under the assumption
that the low realization of the natural real interest rate, rL , is known when contract
parameter b is determined. Later, we will also examine a second scenario where rL is
unknown when b is selected.
5

In Section 5 we analyze Forward Guidance Contracts in which the forecast is not part of the
contract and is chosen by the central banker himself.
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More precisely, we assume in the first scenario that the government chooses b at an exante stage. In all periods, it can only offer contracts with this parameter. In a particular
period t = 0, 1, 2, ..., the sequence is as follows: First, the current state s ∈ {H, L} is
realized and becomes common knowledge. Second, the government decides whether to
sign a new Forward Guidance Contract with given parameter b (henceforth FGC(b)),
which will be effective in period t + 1. Third, the private sector forms its expectations
about inflation and output in period t + 1. Also, the central banker selects the nominal
interest rate it to minimize his losses, subject to (1) and (2). The central banker’s loss
function in period t is influenced by a possible Forward Guidance Contract signed in
period t − 1. More precisely, it is
ltCB =

 1
1 2
πt + λx2t + bi2t
2
2

if a Forward Guidance Contract was signed in period t − 1 and
ltCB =


1 2
πt + λx2t
2

otherwise. We assume that in the initial period t = 0, a Forward Guidance Contract
is effective.6 Figure 1 shows the sequence of events.
In Section 4.3 we consider the second scenario. In particular, we study Forward Guidance Contracts in a situation with uncertainty about parameter rL when contracts are
designed. The only difference with the first scenario is that b is chosen before the exact
value of rL becomes known.

3

Discretion without Forward Guidance Contracts

To have a benchmark for assessing the potential and the limitations of Forward Guidance Contracts, we briefly summarize in this section the standard discretionary solution
in the absence of Forward Guidance Contracts. In the following we focus on Markov
equilibria, i.e. all economic variables depend only on the current state of the economy s ∈ {H, L}.
In each period, the central bank discretionarily chooses the nominal interest rate as its
policy instrument, taking both its own future behavior and the public’s expectations
6

This assumption is immaterial to our findings.
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Shock occurs:
𝑟0 = 𝑟𝐿

Realization of 𝑟1

0

Realization of 𝑟2

2

1

Government offers
FGC(𝑏) if 𝑟2 =𝑟𝐿

Government offers
FGC(𝑏) if 𝑟1 =𝑟𝐿

Government offers
FGC(𝑏)
Central bank sets
interest rate

t

Central bank sets
interest rate
Public forms expectations

Public forms expectations

Inflation and output gap
are realized

Inflation and output gap
are realized

Figure 1: The sequence of events.
as given. In a Markov equilibrium there are only two possible realizations for inflation,
D
the output gap, and the nominal interest rate. We use πLD , xD
L , iL for the corresponding
D
D
values in a downturn and πH
, xD
H , and iH for normal times, where the superscript D

stands for “discretionary”.
It is easy to compute the values of inflation and the output gap in normal times. When
the natural real interest rate has returned to the positive value rH , i.e. in period t when
D
D
s = H, optimal policy involves iD
H = rH . Therefore we obtain xH = 0 and πH = 0.

Computing the equilibrium in the downturn is somewhat more involved. During the
downturn, the zero lower bound is binding because of rL < 0. Hence, in periods when
D
D
D
s = L, we obtain iD
L = 0. We note that Et [πt+1 ] = δπL + (1 − δ)πH = δπL in a
D
downturn, where we have used πH
= 0, and we also note that the probability of the

state remaining at s = L is δ. Analogously, we observe Et [xt+1 ] = δxD
L.
Inserting these expressions into (1) and (2) and solving for πLD and xD
L yields
κ
rL ,
σ(1 − δ)(1 − βδ) − δκ
1 − βδ
=
rL .
σ(1 − δ)(1 − βδ) − δκ

πLD =

(4)

xD
L

(5)
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Henceforth we assume that δ is sufficiently small for the denominator in the above
equations to be strictly positive.
Assumption 1
Parameter δ satisfies
σ(1 − δ)(1 − βδ) − δκ > 0.

(6)

Assumption 1 imposes an upper bound on δ, i.e. δ cannot be too large. For the
parameter values in Table 1 below, this assumption is fulfilled for all δ < 0.68. Together
7
with rL < 0, this assumption ensures that πLD and xD
L are negative in a downturn.

Throughout the paper we illustrate the properties of the economy using the following
set of parameters:8
Table 1: Parameter values.
β = 0.99
λ = 0.03
κ = 0.3
σ=2
rH = 0.02

4

Forward Guidance Contracts

In this section we analyze how the possibility of signing Forward Guidance Contracts
affects the equilibrium. We assume that both the government and the central bank act
under discretion. More specifically, upon observing the current state s, the government
decides whether to sign a new contract, taking as given the central bank’s decisions
both in the current period and in all future periods, together with the possible existence
of a contract for the current period. Then the central bank chooses its instrument
subject to a possible Forward Guidance Contract, taking its own future decisions and
the government’s future behavior as given. We consider a Markov equilibrium, i.e. an
equilibrium where the decision-makers’ choices depend solely on payoff-relevant state
7

For a discussion of sign reversals in the initial responses of inflation and output when the duration
of an interest-rate peg is extended, see Carlstrom et al. (2012).
8
The values β = 0.99, λ = 0.03, and κ = 0.3 are taken from Gersbach and Hahn (2014). The
values σ = 2 and rH = 0.02 are taken from Eggertsson (2006).
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variables, i.e. on s ∈ {H, L} and the possibility that a contract was signed in the
previous period.
For the moment we assume that the government will always choose a Forward Guidance
Contract in a downturn and no contract in normal times. Later we will see that this
behavior is indeed optimal for the government. We need to consider 2 × 2 = 4 different
constellations because there are two different states s ∈ {H, L} and there may be
either an active contract (C) or no active contract (N ). The corresponding levels of
C
N
inflation will be denoted as πH
, πLC , πH
, and πLN . Analogous notation will be used for

the different possible values of the output gap.
In normal times and in the absence of a Forward Guidance Contract, it is obvious that
N
= xN
πH
H = 0 holds. Next we turn to the constellation where s = H and a contract

was signed in the previous period. Given the fact that in the next period, the output
C
C
N
gap will be xN
H and inflation will amount to πH , πH and xH can be determined with

the help of (1) and (2) as follows:
C
N
πH
= βπH
+ κxC
H,
1
C
N
N
xC
H = − (iH − πH − rH ) + xH .
σ
N
Using πH
= xN
H = 0, these equations simplify to
C
πH
= κxC
H,
1 C
xC
H = − (iH − rH ).
σ

Minimizing

1
2

(7)
(8)

(πt2 + λx2t ) + 12 bi2t subject to (7) and (8) yields
bσ
κrH = κf (b),
λ + κ2 + bσ 2
bσ
=
rH = f (b),
λ + κ2 + bσ 2
λ + κ2
=
rH ,
λ + κ2 + bσ 2

C
πH
=

xC
H
iC
H

(9)
(10)
(11)

where we have introduced
f (b) :=

bσ
rH .
λ + κ2 + bσ 2

(12)

We note that f (b) is a monotonically increasing function with f (0) = 0 and
limb→∞ f (b) = rH /σ.
10

C
πHC ,xC
H ,iH

0.020

πHC
0.015

xC
H
iC
H

0.010

0.005

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

b

Figure 2: Inflation, output gap, and interest rate as a function of the value of b in
state H with an active contract.
Equations (9) and (11) are useful in understanding why Forward Guidance Contracts
are potentially welfare-improving. With the help of (11), we observe that the nominal
interest rate in the first period after the downturn is a decreasing function of b and
that it is lower than the level that would prevail in the absence of a Forward Guidance
Contract, rH . Hence Forward Guidance Contracts enable the central bank to commit
to expansionary monetary policy once the economy has left the downturn. Note that
inflation will be higher if a Forward Guidance Contract is present in state H, which is
C
shown by the fact that πH
is an increasing function of b.9 Figure 2 shows how, under a

Forward Guidance Contract, the nominal interest rate in state H decreases when the
incentive intensity b increases. In turn, the inflation and output gap increase with b in
state H.
Finally, we examine inflation and output in a downturn. Because there is a constant
probability δ of remaining in state L, expectations of inflation and output are
C
Et [πt+1 ] = δπLC + (1 − δ)πH
,

(13)

C
Et [xt+1 ] = δxC
L + (1 − δ)xH .

(14)

9

We observe that for b = 0, (9)-(11) entail the values of inflation, the output gap, and the nominal
interest rate from the standard discretionary solution examined in Section 3.

11

We are now in a position to compute inflation and the output gap in the downturn.
For the moment we assume that the zero lower bound is binding in the downturn, i.e.
iC
L = 0. Later we will identify the range of values of b for which this is actually the case.
Further, we will show that the government’s optimal choice of b always lies within this
range.
Using (1), (2), (9), (10), (12)-(14), and iC
L = 0 yields
πLC = Af (b) + πLD ,

(15)

D
xC
L = Bf (b) + xL ,

(16)

where
κ(1 − δ) (σ(1 + β(1 − δ)) + κ)
,
σ(1 − δ)(1 − βδ) − δκ
(1 − δ) (σ(1 − βδ) + κ)
B :=
,
σ(1 − δ)(1 − βδ) − δκ
A :=

(17)
(18)

and πLD and xD
L are defined in (4) and (5). Recall that, in line with Assumption 1,
the values πLD and xD
L , which would prevail without Forward Guidance Contracts, are
strictly negative. Moreover, Assumption 1 entails A > 0 and B > 0. Together with
f 0 (b) > 0 ∀b ≥ 0, this implies that πLC and xC
L strictly increase with b. Hence, for small b,
Forward Guidance Contracts can cushion the harmful consequences of a downturn on
the output gap and also mitigate the ensuing deflation. These beneficial effects are
possible because Forward Guidance Contracts enable the central bank to commit to
loose monetary policy after the downturn (see (9)-(11)). This commitment to expansionary policy after the downturn raises inflation expectations during the downturn
(see (13)) and thereby enables the central bank to implement a lower real interest rate
it − Et [πt+1 ] = −Et [πt+1 ] when the nominal interest rate is constrained by the zero
lower bound. Figure 3 illustrates how, in state L, inflation and the output gap increase
with incentive intensity b under a Forward Guidance Contract.
Finally, we need to examine the circumstances in which our assumption that the zero
lower bound is binding in a downturn is fulfilled under Forward Guidance Contracts.
The following lemma, which is proved in Appendix A, establishes a sufficient condition
for the zero lower bound to be binding:

12
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L
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0.6
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b
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-0.010
-0.015
-0.020

rL =-0.01

-0.025

rL =-0.02
-0.030

Figure 3: Inflation (dashed curves) and output gap (solid curves) as a function of the
value of b for different shock sizes.
Lemma 1
If
f (b) ≤

κ2 + λ(1 − βδ) D
|π | =: fˆ,
κ(κA + λB) L

(19)

then the zero lower bound is binding in a downturn with Forward Guidance Contracts.
As (i) f (b) monotonically increases with b, (ii) f (0) = 0, and (iii) the right-hand side
of the condition in the lemma is positive and does not depend on b, the lemma defines
a critical value of b, henceforth denoted by b̂, such that the zero lower bound is binding
in state L for all values of b below this critical value. Note that this value will be
infinite if the right-hand side of (19) is at least as large as limb→∞ f (b) = rH /σ.
We thus obtain the following corollary:
Corollary 1
The zero lower bound is binding regardless of the value of b when rL ≤ r̂L , where
r̂L := −

(κA + λB)[σ(1 − δ)(1 − βδ) − δκ]
rH .
σ[κ2 + λ(1 − βδ)]
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f(b)
0.012
0.010
0.008
0.006

f(b)
0.004

rL =-0.02
rL =-0.016

0.002

rL =-0.01
0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

b

Figure 4: The function f (b) and three horizontal curves representing the right-hand
side of (19) for different shock sizes.
We note that when the shock is severe, i.e. rL ≤ r̂L , the inflationary expectation
induced by the Forward Guidance Contract is not large enough to lift the optimal
nominal interest rate above zero, even if the value of b is set at an extremely high level.
Figure 4 depicts the left-hand side and the right-hand side of (19) from Lemma 1 for
different values of rL . In the case rL = −0.01, a large value for b induces positive
inflation and output gap, as already shown in Figure 3. Hence, (19) is only satisfied
for low values of b. In the case rL = −0.02, inflation and output gap in downturns are
negative regardless of the value of b, as shown in Figure 3. Correspondingly, (19) is
always satisfied. Thus, in such a case, the zero lower bound is binding for all values
of b.
In the following we restrict our attention to values of b that satisfy the condition in the
lemma. The justification for this assumption is that the government would never find
it optimal to select a value of b that would violate (19), which will be demonstrated in
the next section.
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4.1

Optimal contracts with commitment to contracting

In this section we derive optimal Forward Guidance Contracts and thus determine the
socially optimal value of b. In doing so, we continue to assume that the government
always offers a Forward Guidance Contract in downturns and no contract in normal
times. Later we will consider Forward Guidance Contracts in the absence of such
commitments.
First we observe that in equilibrium per-period social losses can take only three different
values:
2
2 1
1 C 2 1
πL + λ x C
Af (b) + πLD +
=
L
2
2
2

2
1
1 C 2 1
C 2
=
=
πH + λ xH = (κ2 + λ) xC
H
2
2
2
2
1 N 2 1
=
πH + λ x N
= 0,
H
2
2

lLC =
C
lH
N
lH

2
1
λ Bf (b) + xD
,
L
2
1 2
(κ + λ) (f (b))2 ,
2

(20)
(21)
(22)

N
where we have used that πH
= xN
H = 0, (9), (10), (15), and (16). Social losses expected

in period 0 are given by
VL (C) =

∞
X

β t δ t lLC +

∞
X

C
β t δ t−1 (1 − δ)lH
,

(23)

t=1

t=0

where the subscript L stands for the current state of the economy and C stands for
the fact that a (C)ontract was signed in the previous period. In (23) we have utilized
N
= 0 as well as the fact that (a) the probability of the economy being in a downturn
lH

is δ t in all periods t with t ≥ 0 and (b) the probability that the economy has just left
the downturn and hence a Forward Guidance Contract is still effective is δ t−1 (1 − δ) in
all periods t with t ≥ 1. It is straightforward to rewrite (23) as
VL (C) =


1 C
C
lL + β(1 − δ)lH
.
1 − βδ

(24)

Together with (20) and (21), (24) can be used to explain the tradeoff involved with
C
Forward Guidance Contracts. First, lH
is an increasing function of b, which is a conC
sequence of the facts that πH
= κf (b) (see (9)), xC
H = f (b) (see (10)), f (0) = 0, and

f 0 (b) > 0 ∀b ≥ 0. The interpretation of this observation is that Forward Guidance
Contracts induce expansionary policy for one period once the downturn has ended.
This is socially costly ex post. Second, lLC is a monotonically decreasing function for
15

small b. Hence Forward Guidance Contracts induce welfare gains in the downturn.
This follows from the observation that the commitment to expansionary policy after
the downturn increases inflation expectations during the downturn and thereby enables
the central bank to implement lower real interest rates when the economy is stuck at
the zero lower bound.
The socially optimal value of b balances these costs and benefits. In Appendix B we
prove the following lemma:
Lemma 2
Suppose the government always offers a Forward Guidance Contract in state L and
never offers a contract in state H. Then the optimal value of b, b∗ , can be determined
in the following way:
1. If rH /σ > f ∗ , b∗ is given by f (b∗ ) = f ∗ , where
f ∗ :=

A + λB 1−βδ
κ
|π D |.
A2 + λB 2 + β(1 − δ)(λ + κ2 ) L

(25)

At the optimal value of b, the zero lower bound is binding in equilibrium.
2. If rH /σ ≤ f ∗ , social losses decrease strictly with b ∀b ≥ 0. In this case the zero
lower bound is binding ∀b ≥ 0.
It is instructive to conduct comparative statics with respect to |rL |. For this purpose,
observe that f ∗ is a monotonically increasing function of |rL | because |πLD | is a monotonically increasing function of |rL | (see (4)). As a result, the optimal value of b, b∗ ,
which is given by f (b∗ ) = f ∗ for rH /σ > f ∗ , increases with |rL |. This is plausible,
as a higher value of |rL | corresponds to a larger shock and thus calls for stronger incentives. For |rL | → 0, the optimal value of b converges to zero. Figure 5 illustrates
that f (b∗ ) < f (b̂), which is straightforward to prove analytically. Thus, according to
Lemma 1, the zero lower bound is binding with an optimal FGC(b∗ ).
Lemma 2 also defines a critical value of rLc below which it is optimal to apply extremely
harsh Forward Guidance Contracts.
Corollary 2
The optimal value of b is infinite when rL ≤ rLc , where
rLc := −

[A2 + λB 2 + β(1 − δ)(λ + κ2 )][σ(1 − δ)(1 − βδ) − δκ]
rH .
σ[κA + λB(1 − βδ)]
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Figure 5: The values f (b∗ ) and f (b̂).

4.2

Optimal contracts without commitment to contracting

Up to now we have simply assumed that the government will behave in a certain way.
It remains to show that this behavior is indeed optimal when the government decides in
each period whether to offer the Forward Guidance Contract or not. The next lemma,
which is proved in Appendix C, identifies a respective condition.
Lemma 3
The assumed behavior of the government, i.e. always signing a Forward Guidance
Contract with b = b∗ in a downturn and refraining from signing a contract in normal
times, is optimal if f ∗ ≤ 2f˜, where
f˜ :=

A − P + λ(B − Q) 1−βδ
κ
|π D |.
A2 − P 2 + λB 2 − λQ2 + β(1 − δ)(κ2 + λ) L

(26)

P and Q are constants and given in Appendix C.
The lemma reveals that it is conceivable that for the optimal value of b, b∗ identified
in Lemma 2, the government would not find it optimal to offer the contract. This may
occur because the government takes its own future behavior and the behavior of private
agents as given. This distinguishes the government’s decision problem in a particular
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Figure 6: The values of f ∗ and 2f˜, scaled by |πLD |, for the range of δ satisfying Assumption 1.
period from the problem in the ex-ante stage, where the government can choose b for
all future periods.
More specifically, when weighing up the costs and benefits of signing a Forward Guidance Contract in a particular period, the government will fully take the costs into
account that would materialize in the next period, provided that the state were H.
However, the government only considers a fraction of the benefits. This can be seen
when we look at the well-known representation of the New Keynesian Phillips Curve,
where current inflation is proportional to the expected discounted sum of all future
output gaps
"
πt = κEt

∞
X

#
β i xt+i ,

(27)

i=0

which directly follows from iterating (2). When the government signs a Forward Guidance Contract in period t, it only takes into account the effect this contract has for
Et [xt+1 ]. Because the government takes its own future behavior as given, it does not
consider those benefits of Forward Guidance Contracts that result from the contracts’
influence on output gaps farther away in the future, i.e. Et [xt+i ] ∀i ≥ 2. Figure 6 shows
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Figure 7: Discounted social losses with optimal FGC(b∗ ), in the discretionary case
(right axis) and the ratio of these two discounted social losses (left axis).
that f ∗ ≤ 2f˜ is fulfilled in the range of δ that satisfies Assumption 1 at parameter values
specified in Table 1.
Despite the difficulty that a contract with b∗ may not be offered in equilibrium by
the government, it is straightforward to determine the optimal value of b for the case
where the government optimally decides in each period whether to sign a contract for
the next period or not.
Proposition 1
Suppose the government only offers a Forward Guidance Contract in each period if this
is profitable. Then the optimal level of b, b∗∗ , can be determined in the following way:
1. For 2f˜ ≥ f ∗ and f ∗ < rH /σ, the optimal level of b is given by f (b∗∗ ) = f ∗ .
2. For 2f˜ < f ∗ and 2f˜ < rH /σ, the optimal level of b is given by f (b∗∗ ) = 2f˜.
3. For 2f˜ ≥ rH /σ and f ∗ ≥ rH /σ, we obtain b∗∗ = ∞.
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To close this section, we present in Figure 7 the discounted social losses with the use of
a Forward Guidance Contract expected in period 0 (see (24)). The expected social loss
with an optimal FGC(b∗ ) stays below the one in the discretionary case for all values
of rL . When we compare the ratio of social losses under Forward Guidance Contract
with the social losses under discretion, we observe that a considerable welfare gain can
be achieved with such contracts, as this ratio attains nearly 0.03 for rL ∈ (rLc , 0) and is
still around 0.25 for a large negative natural real interest-rate shock. Hence we obtain
quite favorable tradeoffs between the efficacy of Forward Guidance Contracts at the
zero lower bound and the reduced flexibility in reacting to future events. Figure 7 also
shows that the social loss with FGC(b∗ = ∞) starts to increase considerably when
rL < rLc .10

4.3

Forward Guidance Contracts under uncertainty

In this section we analyze the second scenario outlined in Section 2.2, asking whether
Forward Guidance Contracts would also be desirable if rL were unknown at the point
in time when the value of b is chosen. For this purpose, we assume that rL is randomly
distributed with commonly-known prior distribution. A further assumption we make
is that the value of rL becomes known in the period when the downturn occurs.
First we observe that the possibility of Forward Guidance Contracts can never lead to
lower expected levels of welfare—provided that b is chosen optimally ex ante—because
it would always be possible to select Forward Guidance Contracts with b = 0, which
would result in a scenario equivalent to the benchmark case without Forward Guidance
Contracts.
Second, we show that Forward Guidance Contracts actually lead to strict increases
in welfare. In particular, we show that b can be chosen in such a way that Forward
Guidance Contracts will improve welfare for all possible realizations of rL .
10

In such circumstances, welfare could be further improved by longer-term Forward Guidance Contracts, which we discuss in Section 5.3.
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Figure 8: Discounted social losses under FGC, as a function of rL , for different values
of b.
Proposition 2
Suppose that rL is randomly distributed with a maximum possible realization rL < 0.
Then it is possible to select a value of b such that (i) for each realization of rL , the
government offers the contract, and (ii) welfare conditional on this value of rL is strictly
higher than in the benchmark case.
As the proposition implies that for all realizations of rL welfare is higher under Forward
Guidance Contracts, the welfare level expected before the realization of rL becomes
known is also higher under Forward Guidance Contracts than in the benchmark case
without Forward Guidance Contracts.
In Figure 8, the blue and red curves represent the discounted social losses in the
benchmark case and with an optimal FGC for each realization of rL , respectively.
The green curve represents the discounted social loss with r̄L = −0.0042 and the
corresponding optimal b = 0.01. The brown curve represents the discounted social loss
with r̄L = −0.0129 and the corresponding optimal b = 0.1. Intuitively, all of these
curves representing the discounted social losses with a fixed value of b are tangent to
the red curve representing the discounted social loss with the optimal b. This figure
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also demonstrates that choosing the value of b that is optimal for r̄L improves social
welfare for all rL ≤ r̄L . However, as the value of b chosen ex ante is not the optimal one
for the realization of rL below the upper bound r̄L , the social loss can be unnecessarily
high when rL is significantly lower than r̄L .
When the maximum possible realization of the negative natural real interest rate is
rL = 0, one can still construct Forward Guidance Contracts that will improve welfare
for a wide range of natural real interest-rate shocks.11 Let us choose a value b̃ which
is the optimal value of b for some value rL = r̃L . As is demonstrated in Proposition 2,
it is socially desirable to sign FGC(b̃) for all the realizations rL ≤ r̃L . Henceforth, we
focus on the remaining range rL ∈ (r̃L , 0).
In Appendix E we prove the following lemma:
Lemma 4
Given some value b̃ selected in period −1, the zero lower bound is binding, and it is
socially desirable to offer the FGC(b̃) when rL ≤ ar̃L , where a ∈ (0, 1) is given in (67)
in the proof.
Given the value b̃ that is optimal for r̃L , the central bank would still set the nominal
interest rate at zero when rL ∈ (r̃L , ar̃L ). Intuitively, it is still socially desirable to offer
the FGC(b̃), as the induced inflation expectation is not unnecessarily large. If the size
of the shock is small, i.e. rL > ar̃L , the induced inflation expectation in downturns that
stems from FGC(b̃) is unduly large. Then the central bank will set a positive interest
rate to suppress the inflation boom in downturns.
We obtain the following proposition, proved in Appendix F:
Proposition 3
Given some value b̃ selected in period −1, there exists an r̃Lc such that FGC(b̃) improves
social welfare for all rL < r̃Lc , where r̃Lc > ar̃L and r̃Lc is given in the proof.
Figure 9 shows how the threshold value r̃Lc , below which the government offers the
FGC(b̃), decreases as b̃ increases. Hence, if the government wants to ensure welfare
11

If we assumed a particular distribution of natural real interest-rate shocks, we could, of course,
calculate the optimal Forward Guidance Contract that improves welfare in expectation. For instance,
suppose that rL is distributed uniformly in [rL , 0]. Then there exists an optimal value of b > 0 that
minimizes expected welfare. Typically, the intensity of incentives for such exercises is moderate as
long as rL is not extremely low.
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Figure 9: Impact of b̃ on the value of r̃Lc .
gains for a very large range of realizations of negative natural real interest-rate shocks,
b̃ has to be set at moderate levels. As an example, consider b̃ = 0.1. In Figure 10, we
show social loss under such a contract (dark line), coupled to those under discretion
(blue line) and when the parameter b can be tailored to the precise realization of
shocks as given in Proposition 1. The critical threshold is r̃Lc ≈ −0.004, and Forward
Guidance Contracts lead to lower social losses for all values below that. For natural
real interest rates above r̃Lc , Forward Guidance Contracts involve higher losses than
under discretion.

5
5.1

Alternative contractual
longer-term contracts

environments

and

Two-period contracts

So far, we have focused on simple renewable Forward Guidance Contracts signed in one
period and becoming effective in the next. In this section, we explore a simple alternative: contracts that become effective immediately after signing and remain effective
for one more period.
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Figure 10: Discounted social losses with an FGC with b = b̃ = 0.1, under discretion
and when b is tailored to the realization of the shock.
First, however, we need to stress that both types of contract studied in Section 4 and
in this section are the shortest (and simplest) contracts under which forward guidance
can have an impact.12 Consider a simpler contract, i.e. one that only applies to the
period in which it is written. Such a contract would never be signed in normal times.
In the downturn, the central banker would also set zero interest rate in the absence
of a Forward Guidance Contract. Hence, such a contract would only replicate the
discretionary solution.
[
We use FGC(b)
to denote Forward Guidance Contracts that are signed at the beginning
of a period t and provide incentives for central banks to stick to their forecast in periods
t and t + 1. As before, these contracts are renewed and repeatedly applied as long as
[
the economy is in the downturn. While FGC(b) and FGC(b)
can achieve similar welfare
[
gains13 , FGC(b)
differs from FGC(b) in two important respects. First, the interest-rate
forecast is not part of the contract and is chosen by the central banker after the contract
[
is signed. Second, FGC(b)
allows the construction of analytically tractable, longer-term
12

Renewable short-term contracts are attractive as they can reap most—or even all—possible welfare
gains from Forward Guidance Contracts for small and moderate negative natural real interest-rate
shocks. They constrain the central bank as little as possible and thus involve the lowest risk in case
of unforeseen events.
13
Details on this comparison are available on request.
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Figure 11: The sequence of events.
contracts that might be needed when the natural real interest-rate shock is extremely
severe. We focus on a situation in which a negative shock to the natural real interest
[
rate happens at the beginning of period 0 and the FGC(b)
is signed immediately. We
assume for the moment that the interest-rate forecast by the central bank is zero, i.e.
ift = ift+1 = 0. We will later argue that this is indeed the optimal choice.
The detailed sequence of events is shown in Figure 11. In period 0, after the realization
[
of rL , the government signs an FGC(b)
that makes the central banker’s remuneration
contingent on the precision of his forecast. Then the central banker forecasts interest
rates in periods 0 and 1. After that, the interest rate in period 0, iC
L0 , is set, and the
C
realized inflation and output gap are πL0
and xC
L0 .

In period t = 1, the central banker sets iC
H if the economy has recovered and the
C
corresponding inflation and output gap are πH
and xC
H . If the economy is still in a

downturn, the central banker sets iC
L1 , and the corresponding inflation and output gap
C
and xC
are πL1
L1 .

In period 2, the economy has either recovered and the central bank chooses the discretionary solution leading to zero inflation and zero output gap, or the natural real
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[
interest rate is still negative. In the latter case, the FGC(b)
is re-signed and thus the
central banker continues to select interest rates under Forward Guidance Contracts.14
As in Section 4, we derive the economic outcomes in periods 0 and 1.

C
πL0
= A0 f (b) + πLD ,

(28)

D
xC
L0 = B0 f (b) + xL ,

(29)

C
πL1
= A1 f (b) + πLD ,

(30)

D
xC
L1 = B1 f (b) + xL ,

(31)

where A0 , A1 , B0 , and B1 are given in Appendix G.
The expected discounted intertemporal social loss is
VLA (C) =

C
C
C
lL0
+ β[(1 − δ)lH
+ δlL1
]
,
1 − β 2δ2

(32)

C
C 2
2
C
C 2
C 2
C
C 2
where lL0
= 0.5[(πL0
) + λ(xC
L0 ) ], lL1 = 0.5[(πL1 ) + λ(xL1 ) ], and lH = 0.5[(πH ) +
2
λ(xC
H ) ].

5.2

Optimal two-period contracts

[
We next establish that the zero interest rate is still a binding constraint when FGC(b)
is used.15
Proposition 4

1. There exists a threshold value r̂LA < 0 such that the central bank will set iC
L0 =
[
iC
L1 = 0 for any value of b in an FGC(b) if rL ≤ r̂LA . r̂LA < 0 is given in
Appendix G.16
C
[
2. For δ ≤ 0.54, the central bank sets iC
L0 = iL1 = 0 under an optimal FGC(b) for

any rL < 0.
14
[
In this section, we only explore the FGC(b)
when the government commits to contracting. A
similar exercise as in Subsection 4.2 can also be performed for this type of contract.
15
The proof is available upon request.
16
For small values of δ, r̂LA is small (e.g. r̂LA = −0.029 for δ = 0.1). For large feasible values of δ,
r̂LA becomes larger (e.g. r̂LA = −0.009 for δ = 0.5).
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The intuition for Proposition 4 is straightforward. If the natural real interest-rate shock
[
is sufficiently severe, the zero bound will bind for any FGC(b).
No boom or inflation
[
that can be generated by an FGC(b)
after the shock has died out will suffice to lift the
economy in the downturn to the level at which the central bank will optimally start
to move away from the zero interest rate. By contrast, if the natural real interest-rate
shock is moderate or small, optimal levels of b are set at a sufficiently low level, such
that the induced boom and inflation after the return to normal times do not cause
the central bank to start moderating the economy in the downturn already. Too high
values of b would cause inefficiently large booms and inflation.
[
Finally, we derive the optimal value of b in FGC(b).
Proposition 5
[
There exists a unique optimal FGC(b)
characterized by
( 2
rL
λ+κ
c
, 0)
if rL ∈ (rLA
c −r ,
σ 2 rLA
L
,
b=
c
∞,
if rL ≤ rLA

(33)

c
< 0 is a critical value of the natural real interest-rate shock given in Apwhere rLA

pendix G.17
[
Proposition 5 shows that it is optimal to use FGC(b)
with small values of b if the shock
is small and large values if the shock is large.18

5.3

Longer-term contracts

We have limited ourselves to simple renewable Forward Guidance Contracts. In certain
circumstances—when negative natural real interest-rate shocks are severe and recovery
probability is low—one could employ renewable Forward Guidance Contracts with
longer durations. While those contracts can yield even lower social losses in such
circumstances,19 they also constrain the central bank for a long time and may thus be
problematic, as unforeseen events requiring greater flexibility may occur in the interim.
17
c
c
Again, for small values of δ, rLA
is small (e.g. rLA
= −0.037 for δ = 0.1). For large feasible values
c
c
of δ, rLA
becomes larger (e.g. rLA
= −0.009 for δ = 0.5).
18
We have assumed that the central bank makes zero interest-rate forecasts in downturns. However,
given the choices of b described in Proposition 5, making positive interest-rate forecasts in downturns
C
would only add to losses for central bankers, since iC
L0 = iL1 = 0 is optimal. In turn, by the same
logic as in Proposition 4, setting b at levels that would induce positive interest-rate forecasts cannot
be optimal.
19
Examples of such longer-term Forward Guidance Contracts are available upon request.
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6

Discussion and conclusion

Forward guidance aims at influencing the public’s expectations, an objective that has
a long tradition in monetary policy. Today the reliance on forward guidance has become a central aspect of monetary policy, often associated with the belief that forward
guidance can provide a stimulus when economies are mired in longer downturns. We
have explored a simple contractual tool that makes forward guidance more effective
when the economy is at the zero bound.
Such Forward Guidance Contracts strike a balance between Odyssian policy commitments and the need to react to new developments. We have confined ourselves to very
simple contracts, written either after a downturn or in normal times. Numerous extensions of our research could be pursued. For instance, one could take into account
the fact that it takes time to learn the magnitude of the shock, so the government
necessarily has to sign such contracts under a veil of ignorance, which, in turn, may
call for moderate intensity of incentives.
Also, one could allow for more complex contracts such as State-contingent Forward
Guidance Contracts. In such contracts, the central bankers’ remuneration loss, which
occurs if they deviate from the forecasts, would itself depend on macroeconomic variables such as the output gap. While such contracts could be investigated, the corresponding macroeconomic variables are difficult to verify. Thus their usability for
complex Forward Guidance Contracts appears to have little potential over and above
the simple contracts examined in this paper.
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A

Proof of Lemma 1

In this appendix we examine the circumstances under which our previous assumption
holds that the central bank will select an interest rate of zero in a downturn. For this
purpose, we use (1) and (2) to replace πt and xt in the central bank’s instantaneous
loss function in period t in the presence of a contract. The derivative of the resulting
expression with respect to it has to be weakly positive at iC
L = 0. Otherwise, it would
be profitable to raise interest rates. Formally, this condition can be stated as
κπLC + λxC
L ≤ 0.

(34)

As a next step, we evaluate (34) at πLC and xC
L , where the latter two variables are
specified in (15) and (16):




κ Af (b) + πLD + λ Bf (b) + xD
L ≤ 0.
Solving for f (b) yields
f (b) ≤ −

κ2 + λ(1 − βδ) D
κπLD + λxD
L
=
|π |.
κA + λB
κ(κA + λB) L
2

B

Proof of Lemma 2

To prove the lemma, we proceed in several steps. First, we determine the value of b
that minimizes the social losses represented by (24), assuming that the resulting value
of b satisfies (19), i.e. is small enough to ensure that the zero lower bound is binding
in the downturn. Second, we show that, for this value of b, (19) is actually satisfied.
Third, we examine optimal central bank policy if condition (19) fails to hold, i.e. in
the case where b is such that the zero lower bound is not binding. Fourth, we show
that the government would never find it optimal to select such a value for b.
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Step #1 Inserting (20) and (21) into (24) and computing the derivative with respect
to b reveals that this derivative is proportional to f (b) − f ∗ , where f ∗ has been defined
in (25). We note that f ∗ is positive because πLD < 0, xD
L < 0, A > 0, and B > 0.
Recall that f (b) is a strictly monotonically increasing function with f (0) = 0. Hence
for limb→∞ f (b) = rH /σ > f ∗ , there is a unique value of b, b∗ , that satisfies f (b) = f ∗ .
This value minimizes expected social losses. By contrast, for limb→∞ f (b) = rH /σ ≤ f ∗ ,
social losses are a strictly monotonically decreasing function of b ∀b ≥ 0. Loosely
speaking, the optimal value of b is infinitely high in this case. For the remainder of
the proof we focus on the case where values of b exist for which the zero lower bound
would not bind in equilibrium under optimal central bank policy, i.e. we focus on
limb→∞ f (b) = rH /σ > f ∗ .

Step #2 It is unclear as yet whether for the value of b, b∗ , identified in the previous
step, the zero lower bound is actually binding in equilibrium. To show this, we prove
that with respect to it , the derivative of the central bank’s loss function, with the
Phillips Curve and the IS Curve used to substitute for inflation and output, is weakly
positive at it = 0 in a downturn. Formally, this condition can be stated as
∂ltCB
∂it

≥ 0.

(35)

iC
L =0

Since
ltCB

=

lLCB

i 1 2
1 h C 2
C 2
π L + λ xL
+ bit
=
2
2

with it = iC
L and


 κ
∂ltCB
∂πt
∂xt
1
C
C
= πt
+ λxt
+ bit = πL −
+ λxL −
+ biC
L,
∂it
∂it
∂it
σ
σ
(35) can be rewritten as
κπLC + λxC
L ≤ 0.

(36)

∗
D
∗
∗
Using πLC = Af (b∗ ) + πLD and xC
L = Bf (b ) + xL , replacing f (b ) by f , and using

the definition of f ∗ in (25), it is straightforward, though tedious, to show that (36) is
satisfied for b = b∗ .
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Step #3 So far, we have determined the optimal choice of b from all values for
which the zero lower bound binds in equilibrium. However, it is conceivable that the
government would select a value of b such that this would not be the case, i.e. a value
for which (19) is violated. Hence, we consider the equilibrium for this range of b in this
step. In the fourth step, we demonstrate that the government would never select such
a value for b∗ .
If the zero lower bound does not bind, the following first-order condition holds in
state L under a Forward Guidance Contract, as can easily be shown:
C
κπ̂LC + λx̂C
L − bσiL = 0.

(37)


C
C
+ κx̂C
The Phillips Curve (2), π̂LC = β δπ̂LC + (1 − δ)πH
L , the IS Curve (1), x̂L =




C
C
C
C
−σ −1 iC
L − δπ̂L + (1 − δ)πH − rL + δx̂L + (1 − δ)xH , (9), (10), and (37) can be
used to compute
κ(1 − δ) (βλ + bσ (κ + σ (1 + β(1 − δ))))
rH + z(b)κrL ,
κ2 + λ + bσ 2
(1 − δ) (−βκ2 + bσ (κ + σ (1 − βδ)))
rH + z(b)(1 − βδ)rL ,
= z(b)
κ2 + λ + bσ 2

π̂LC = z(b)

(38)

x̂C
L

(39)

where
z(b) :=

κ2

bσ
.
+ λ(1 − βδ) + bσ (σ(1 − δ)(1 − βδ)) − δκ)

(40)

We observe that z(b) is a monotonically increasing function of b (recall our previous
assumption σ(1 − δ)(1 − βδ) − δκ > 0).

Step #4 With the help of (38) and (39), per-period losses in a downturn, under
the assumption that b is sufficiently high for the zero lower bound not to be binding
(b ≥ b̂), can be written as
2
+ λ x̂C
L
"
2
κ(1 − δ) (βλ + bσ (κ + σ (1 + β(1 − δ))))
2
= z(b)
rH + κrL
κ2 + λ + bσ 2

2 #
(1 − δ) (−βκ2 + bσ (κ + σ (1 − βδ)))
+λ
rH + (1 − βδ)rL
.
κ2 + λ + bσ 2

ˆlC = π̂ C
L
L

2
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(41)

Using f (b) =

bσ
r
λ+κ2 +bσ 2 H

and

1
r
λ+κ2 +bσ 2 H

=

rH −σf (b)
κ2 +λ

(see (12)), we can restate (41) as

follows:
ˆlC
L

"


2
rH − σf (b)
= z(b)
κ(1 − δ)
βλ + f (b) (κ + σ (1 + β(1 − δ))) + κrL
κ2 + λ



2 #
rH − σf (b) 2
+ λ (1 − δ) −
βκ + f (b) (κ + σ (1 − βδ)) + (1 − βδ)rL
.
κ2 + λ
(42)
2



We will now explain that (42) is a monotonically increasing function of b for b ≥ b̂,
where b̂ is implicitly defined by (19). This follows from two observations. First, we have
already noted that z(b) monotonically increases with b ∀b ≥ 0. Second, the term in
brackets in (42) is a quadratic function of f (b). It is straightforward, though tedious, to
show that the minimum of this term, interpreted as a function of f (b), is at f (b) = f (b̂),
where f (b̂) is given by the right-hand side of (19). Hence (42) monotonically increases
with b for b ≥ b̂.
Because at b = b̂, lLC = ˆlLC holds20 and lLC , evaluated at b̂, has to be larger than at b = b∗
as b∗ is the value of b minimizing lLC , we can conclude that the government would not
choose a value of b with b ≥ b̂.
2

C
C.1

Proof of Lemma 3
Preliminary steps

We need to define the strategy of the government in the candidate equilibrium precisely.
We assume that the government will always sign a new contract for the next period in
state L, independently of whether a contract has been signed for the current period.
Moreover, we consider the case where the government never signs a contract for the
next period if the economy is in state H, irrespective of whether a contract exists for
the current period.
20

C
C
It is somewhat tedious but straightforward to verify that, for b = b̂, πL
= π̂L
=
2
λβκrL
βκ rL
C
C
− κ3 +σ(1+β(1−δ))κ2 +λκ+σλ(1−βδ) and xL = x̂L = κ3 +σ(1+β(1−δ))κ2 +λκ+σλ(1−βδ) , which implies the

continuity of social losses, interpreted as a function of b, at b = b̂.
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Next we examine whether, for the government, profitable deviations exist in a particular
period, when the government takes its own future behavior, the behaviors of the central
bank and of the private sector as given. There are four potential deviations. First,
in a situation where a contract is present in the current period and where the current
economic state is L, the government chooses not to sign a contract for the next period.
Second, the government refuses to offer a contract in state L, given that no contract
is present in the current period. Third, in state H the government offers a contract
for the next period if a contract is active in the current period. Fourth, in state H
without a contract in the current period, the government introduces a contract for the
next period.
It is comparably straightforward to show that the third and fourth deviation cannot
be profitable. Showing that the other deviations are undesirable for the government is
more cumbersome and requires a few preliminary steps and some additional notation.
Let Vs (C) be the discounted future social losses for optimal central-bank and privatesector behaviors, given the current state s ∈ {L, H}, the fact that the government
pursues the strategy described above, and that a contract has been signed for the
current period. Vs (N ) is the analogous expression for the case where no contract is
present in the current period. Moreover, let lsXY with s ∈ {H, L} and X, Y ∈ {C, N } be
the per-period losses in state s if currently there is a contract (X = C) or no contract
(X = N ) and if in the current period a contract is signed for the next period (Y = C)
or not (Y = N ).
We obtain the following equations:
VL (C) = lLCC + β (δVL (C) + (1 − δ)VH (C)) ,

(43)

CN
VH (C) = lH
+ βVH (N ),

(44)

VL (N ) = lLN C + β (δVL (C) + (1 − δ)VH (C)) ,

(45)

NN
VH (N ) = lH
+ βVH (N ).

(46)

NN
We note that lH
= 0, lLCN = lLN N , and lLCC = lLN C , where the latter two conditions

follow from the observation that the zero lower bound always binds in state s = L,
irrespective of whether a contract was signed in the previous period. This observation
will be shown formally later.
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As a result, we obtain
β(1 − δ) CN
1
lLCC +
l ,
1 − βδ
1 − βδ H
CN
VH (C) = lH
,
β(1 − δ) CN
1
VL (N ) =
lLCC +
l ,
1 − βδ
1 − βδ H
VH (N ) = 0.
VL (C) =

C.2

(47)
(48)
(49)
(50)

Deviation in state L when a contract was signed in the
previous period

We are now in a position to specify the condition that ensures that the government
does not find it optimal to refuse to offer a contract for the next period, given that the
current state is L and that a contract was signed in the previous period:
lLCN + β (δVL (N ) + (1 − δ)VH (N )) ≥ VL (C).

(51)

The right-hand side of the inequality states the losses incurred if the government does
not deviate. The expression on the left-hand side represents social losses if the government does not offer a contract in the period under consideration but pursues its
equilibrium strategy in all future periods. With the help of (47)-(50), (51) can be
simplified to
CN
lLCN ≥ lLCC + β(1 − δ)lH
.

(52)

This condition will be analyzed in more detail later.

C.3

Deviation in state L when a contract was not signed in
the previous period

In state L, the government will find it optimal to offer a contract for the next period,
provided that no contract was signed in the previous period, if
lLN N + β (δVL (N ) + (1 − δ)VH (N )) ≥ VL (N ).

(53)

Because lLN N = lLCN and VL (N ) = VL (C), this condition is equivalent to (51) and thus
to (52).
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C.4

Evaluating condition (52)

CN
To evaluate condition (52), we have to determine lLCN , lLCC , and lH
. For this purpose,
CN
we observe that lLCC and lH
are per-period losses that also occur in the candidate

equilibrium. Hence, we obtain
2
lLCC = (πLC )2 + λ(xC
L) ,

(54)

CN
C 2
2
lH
= (πH
) + λ(xC
H) .

(55)

To determine lLCN , we have to compute inflation and the output gap, πLCN and xCN
L , for
the case where the government does not offer a contract in state L for the next period
but reverts to its putative equilibrium strategy in all future periods, i.e. it will offer
a contract in state L and no contract in state H. In such a situation, expectations of
inflation and the output gap are
NN
Et [πt+1 ] = δπLN C + (1 − δ)πH
= δπLC ,

(56)

C
NN
Et [xt+1 ] = δxN
= δxC
L + (1 − δ)xH
L.

(57)

It is tedious but straightforward to show that inserting these two expressions into (1)
and (2), evaluated at it = 0, yields
πLCN = P f (b) + πLD ,

(58)

xCN
= Qf (b) + xD
L
L,

(59)

where πLD , xD
L , and f (b) have been introduced in (5), (12), and (4) respectively, and P
and Q are given by
h κ



i

+ β A + κB ,
 σ

A
Q := δ
+B .
σ
P := δ

(60)
(61)

Recall that A and B have been defined in (17) and (18).

C.5

Verifying that the zero lower bound binds for the deviations

It remains to be verified that the zero lower bound is also binding for the deviations
analyzed above if (19) is satisfied, which ensures that it is binding in state L in equilibrium when a contract is present in the current period. We note that this is the case
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for
κπLCN + λxCN
≤ 0.
L
Using (19), (58), (59), and xD
L =

1−βδ D
πL ,
κ

(62)

which follows from (4) and (5), and re-

arranging results in the condition yields
κP + λQ
≤ 1.
κA + λB
It is straightforward to show A − P =

κ(1−δ)(κ+σ(1+β))
σ

(63)
> 0 and B − Q =

(1−δ)(κ+σ)
σ

> 0,

which, together with P > 0 and Q > 0, implies (63).

C.6

Simplifying condition (52)

Finally, we simplify condition (52) to identify the set of parameter values for which no
profitable deviation for the government exists. The condition can be written as
0 ≤ πLN N

2

N
+ λ xN
L

2

− πLC

2

− λ xC
L

2

C
− β(1 − δ) πH

= − A2 − P 2 + λB 2 − λQ2 + β(1 − δ)(κ2 + λ) (f (b))2


1 − βδ
f (b)πLD .
− 2 A − P + λ(B − Q)
κ

2

− β(1 − δ)λ xC
H

2


>0
As πLD < 0, A2 −P 2 +λB 2 −λQ2 +β(1−δ)(κ2 +λ) > 0, and A − P + λ(B − Q) 1−βδ
κ
(due to A > P and B > Q), we can conclude that this expression is weakly positive
for all values of f (b) with f (b) ≥ 0 that are smaller than or equal to 2f˜, where
f˜ :=

A − P + λ(B − Q) 1−βδ
κ
|πLD |.
2
2
2
2
2
A − P + λB − λQ + β(1 − δ)(κ + λ)

(64)

Hence no profitable deviation exists for the government if f ∗ ≤ 2f˜, where
f∗ =

A + λB 1−βδ
κ
|π D |.
A2 + λB 2 + β(1 − δ)(λ + κ2 ) L

(65)
2
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D

Proof of Proposition 2

Suppose that the value of b corresponded to the optimal value b∗∗ for the realization
rL = rL . Clearly, for this particular realization of rL , social welfare would be higher
than in the benchmark case. In the following we show that this value of b also leads to
welfare improvements for all other realizations of rL . For this purpose, we note that
b∗∗ is a monotonically increasing function of |rL |, as both f˜ and f ∗ are increasing linear
functions of |πLD |, which, in turn, monotonically increases with |rL |. As social losses
interpreted as a function of f (b) are monotonically decreasing for all f (b) ≤ f ∗ , we can
conclude that the value of b optimal for rL would also increase welfare for all other
realizations of rL .
2

E

Proof of Lemma 4

With a given b̃, inserting (38) and (39) into (37) yields
iC
L (b̃)

(κA + λB)[σ(1 − δ)(1 − βδ) − δκ]f (b̃) + [κ2 + λ(1 − βδ)]rL
,
=
bσ[σ(1 − δ)(1 − βδ) − δκ] + κ2 + λ(1 − βδ)

(66)

where f (b̃) is given21 in (25) in Lemma 2.
Equation (66) implies that iC
L > 0 if and only if rL > ar̃L , where
a :=

[κ2

(κA + λB)[κA + λB(1 − βδ)]
.
+ λ(1 − βδ)][A2 + λB 2 + β(1 − δ)(λ + κ2 )]

(67)

Therefore, the zero lower bound is binding when rL ≤ ar̃L .
We next prove that it is socially desirable to offer the FGC(b̃) when rL ≤ ar̃L .
We can write the discounted social loss under discretion as in (24):
VL (D) =

1
lD ,
1 − βδ L

2
where lLD = 0.5[(πLD )2 + λ(xD
L ) ].
21

Recall that b̃ is the optimal value of b when rL = r̃L .
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(68)

The government would offer the contract when rL ≤ ar̃L if and only if the discounted
social loss with FGC(b̃) were lower than the one in the benchmark case:
VL (C) < VL (D).

(69)

Solving (69) yields
rL < 0.5r̃L .
In our calibration22 , a = 0.95 > 0.5. Therefore, for all rL ≤ ar̃L , (69) is satisfied and it
is socially desirable to offer the Forward Guidance Contract in these circumstances.
2

F

Proof of Proposition 3

We have derived (15) and (16), assuming the zero lower bound is binding. In a similar
vein, we now derive the inflation and output gap in downturn with a given FGC(b̃),
without assuming that the zero lower bound is binding. We obtain
πLC = Af (b̃) +

κ
(rL − iC
L)
σ(1 − δ)(1 − βδ) − δκ

(70)

xC
L = Bf (b̃) +

1 − βδ
(rL − iC
L ).
σ(1 − δ)(1 − βδ) − δκ

(71)

and

The government would offer the Forward Guidance Contract if and only if (69) applied.
Inserting (66), (70), and (71) into (69) yields
rL < r̃Lc ,
where
r̃Lc =

a1 a2 + λa3 a4 −

p
(a1 a2 + λa3 a4 )2 + (a5 − a21 − λa23 )[a22 + λa24 + β(1 − δ)(λ + κ2 )]
f (b̃),
a5 − a21 − λa23

a1 :=
22

κσ b̃
,
σ[σ(1 − δ)(1 − βδ) − δκ]b̃ + κ2 + λ(1 − βδ)

Numerical result shows that for all δ that satisfy Assumption 1, a > 0.5 is fulfilled.
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a2 :=

σA[σ(1 − δ)(1 − βδ) − δκ]b̃ + λ(1 − βδ)A − λκB
,
σ[σ(1 − δ)(1 − βδ) − δκ]b̃ + κ2 + λ(1 − βδ)

a3 :=
a4 :=

(1 − βδ)σ b̃
,
σ[σ(1 − δ)(1 − βδ) − δκ]b̃ + κ2 + λ(1 − βδ)

σB[σ(1 − δ)(1 − βδ) − δκ]b̃ + κ2 B − κ(1 − βδ)A
,
σ[σ(1 − δ)(1 − βδ) − δκ]b̃ + κ2 + λ(1 − βδ)
a5 :=

κ2 + λ(1 − βδ)2
.
[σ(1 − δ)(1 − βδ) − δκ]2
2

G

Parameters for Section 5
κσ(κ + σ + σβ)(1 − δ)
[σ(1 − δ)(1 − βδ) − δκ][σ(1 + δ)(1 + βδ) + δκ]
σ(κ + σ − σβ 2 δ 2 )(1 − δ)
:=
[σ(1 − δ)(1 − βδ) − δκ][σ(1 + δ)(1 + βδ) + δκ]
κδ(1 − δ)[(κ + σ)2 + σ 2 β + 2κσβ + σ 2 β 2 (1 − δ 2 )]
:=
[σ(1 − δ)(1 − βδ) − δκ][σ(1 + δ)(1 + βδ) + δκ]
δ(1 − δ)[(κ + σ)2 + κσβ − σ 2 β 2 δ 2 ]
:=
[σ(1 − δ)(1 − βδ) − δκ][σ(1 + δ)(1 + βδ) + δκ]
(1 − δ)[κ2 (σβ + κ + σ) + λ(κ + σ − σβ 2 δ 2 )]
:= −
rH
[κ2 + λ(1 − βδ)][σ(1 + δ)(1 + βδ) + δκ]
∆2
rH
:= −
σ∆1 [σ(1 + δ)(1 + βδ) + δκ]
:= σκ2 (σβ + κ + σ) + σλ(κ + σ − σβ 2 δ 2 )(1 − βδ)

A0 :=

(72)

B0

(73)

A1
B1
r̂LA
c
rLA

∆1

(74)
(75)
(76)
(77)
(78)

+ βδ 2 κ2 [(σβ + κ + σ)2 − βσ 2 (1 + βδ 2 )]

(79)

+ βλδ 2 (1 − βδ)[κσβ + (κ + σ)2 − σ 2 β 2 δ 2 ]

(80)

∆2 := σ 2 (1 − δ)κ2 (σβ + κ + σ)2 + σ 2 λ(1 − δ)(κ + σ − σβ 2 δ 2 )2

(81)

+ βδ 3 (1 − δ)κ2 [(σβ + κ + σ)2 − βσ 2 (1 + βδ 2 )]2

(82)

+ βλδ 3 (1 − δ)[κσβ + (κ + σ)2 − σ 2 β 2 δ 2 ]2

(83)

+ β(κ2 + λ)[σ(1 − δ)(1 − βδ) − δκ]2 [σ(1 + δ)(1 + βδ) + δκ]2

(84)
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H

Microfoundation of the central banker’s objective function

In this section we consider only the objective function of the central bank, as the
foundations of the other elements of our model are well-known from the literature (see
Eggertsson (2005)). We assume, as is standard, that the economy is populated by a
continuum of identical infinitely-lived households. In addition, there is an individual
central banker. Hence, the central banker’s individual consumption choices have no
consequences for aggregate output and consumption.
We derive the central banker’s intertemporal social losses with Forward Guidance Contracts. The central banker aims at achieving a high individual utility. Moreover, he is
altruistic and is also interested in furthering the well-being of the other agents. More
precisely, the central banker faces one of two wage schemes. If no Forward Guidance
Contract is in effect, he receives a fixed wage w ≥ 0. By contrast, if a Forward Guidance Contract was signed, the central banker is paid according to the deviation of his
actual choice of nominal interest rate from the forecast wtCB = ζ(ĩt ) ≥ 0, where wtCB is
the real wage paid to the central banker and ĩt = it − ift is the deviation of the interestrate choice from the forecast made at the time when the contract is signed. We focus
on functions ζ(·) with a global maximum, w̄CB , at ĩt = 0, which satisfy ζ 0 (0) = 0,
ζ 0 (ĩt > 0) < 0 and ζ 00 (0) < 0. Hence, the central banker faces wage reductions increasing with the size of the deviation from his earlier announcements. The central banker’s
wage is financed through a lump-sum tax. We note that payment to the central banker
is negligible at the aggregate level, so the lump-sum tax necessary to finance his wage
does not affect the households’ budget constraints.
We make the extreme assumption that the central banker is excluded from trading in
financial markets. The main motivation for this assumption is that the central banker
should be prevented from hedging against the variations of his income.23
23

This is in line with actual practices, as central bankers have to adhere to procedures for the
management of their personal assets that avoid a conflict of interest (see Swiss National Bank, Bankrat
(2012) and European Central Bank, Banking Supervision (2014)). With Forward Guidance Contracts,
prohibiting the use of hedging instruments would be particularly important.
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For simplicity, we assume that the central banker is infinitely-lived and has the same
individual utility from consumption and discount factor β as the households. The
central banker’s utility from consumption is
u(CtCB ) =

(CtCB )1−σ − 1
ζ(i˜t )1−σ − 1
=
.
1−σ
1−σ

We evaluate this expression in the steady state with ĩ equal to 0. Thus the second-order
Taylor approximation delivers
u(CtCB ) ≈


1 ∂
ζ(0)1−σ − 1
+ ζ(0)−σ ζ 0 (0)ĩt +
ζ(ĩt )−σ ζ 0 (ĩt ) |ĩt =0 ĩ2t .
1−σ
2 ∂ ĩt

Since ζ 0 (0) = 0, we can rewrite the approximation as
u(CtCB ) ≈

ζ(0)1−σ − 1 1
+ ζ(0)−σ ζ 00 (0)ĩ2t .
1−σ
2

The first term is constant. The constant utility term can be neglected when we compute
the behavior of central bankers. However, the constant utility term and thus the fixed
wage w̄CB are important to satisfy participation constraints of central bankers. Wage
w̄CB has to be set at levels at which central bankers are at least as well off as in other
occupations—e.g. being a household. We assume that w̄CB is set at levels at which
the participation constraint is fulfilled.
As mentioned earlier, the central banker is also altruistic towards households. Specifically, the overall loss of the central banker in period t is
αlt − u(CtCB ) =

ζ(0)1−σ − 1 ζ(0)−σ ζ 00 (0) 2
α 2
ĩt ),
(πt + λx2t − 2
−
2
α(1 − σ)
α

(85)

with α being the weight of altruism. We scale the overall loss of the central banker
by

1
α

and deduct the constant term. The resulting loss function is denoted by ltCB and

given by

ζ(0)−σ ζ 00 (0) 2
1
ltCB = (πt2 + λx2t −
ĩt ).
2
α
−σ ζ 00 (0)

We set24 b = − ζ(0)

α

(86)

and obtain
1
ltCB = (πt2 + λx2t + bĩ2t ).
2

(87)

We note that the sensitivity of the wage scheme with regard to the precision of forecasts,
ζ 00 (0), enters weight b of the deviation of the interest-rate forecast from actual policy
choice in the loss function of the central banker.
24

We note that the extreme case b = ∞ implies ζ 00 (0) = −∞.
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I

List of variables and notations
Table 2: List of variables and notations (1)

Variables

Description

πt , xt , it
β
κ
σ
δ
λ

inflation, output gap, nominal interest rate in period t
households’ discount factor
coefficient in Phillips Curve
relative risk-aversion coefficient of consumption
the probability of the economy being trapped in the downturn in each period
relative weight of output-gap objective with respect to inflation objective

ift
b
s ∈ L, H
rt , rH , rL
C, N
D
πsD , xD
s , is
C
πsC , xC
s , is
N
πsN , xN
s , is

central banker’s forecast of interest rate in period t
intensity of incentives provided by Forward Guidance Contracts
low and high states
natural real interest rate in period t, in states H and L
an active contract exists, no active contract exists
inflation, output gap, and interest rate in state s in discretion
inflation, output gap, and interest rate in state s with an active contract
inflation, output gap, and interest rate in state s without active contract
N
D
D D
πsN , xN
s , is are equivalent to πs , xs , is
social loss function and the central banker’s loss function
lt , ltCB
C N
social loss functions with and without an active contract in state s
ls , ls
Vs (C), Vs (N ) expected discounted intertemporal social losses in state s with and without contract
f (b)
a function of b
fˆ, b̂
threshold values below which the ZLB is binding
f ∗ , b∗ , b∗∗
r̂L
rLc
f˜

optimal designs of the contract
threshold value below which the ZLB is binding regardless of the value of b
threshold value below which the optimal value of b is infinitely large

A, B, P, Q
r̄L

threshold value regarding the government’s behavior
constants
the maximum possible realization of rL in uncertainty scenario

b̃, r̃L , r̃Lc , a

values in uncertainty scenario
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Table 3: List of variables and notations (2)
Variables

Description

AlternativeSetup
C
C
πL0
, xC
L0 , iL0
C
C
πL1
, xC
L1 , iL1

A0 , B0 , A1 , B1
VLA (C)
C
C
lL0
, lL1
r̂LA
c
rLA

inflation, output gap, and interest rate in state L
with an active contract in period 0
inflation, output gap, and interest rate in state L
with an active contract in period 1
constants
expected discounted intertemporal social loss with an FGC
social loss function with an active contract in state L
in periods 0 and 1, respectively
threshold value below which the ZLB is binding
regardless of the value of b
threshold value below which the optimal value of b is infinite

P roof
ˆC
π̂LC , x̂C
L , lL
X, Y ∈ C, N
XY
πsXY , xXY
s , ls
a1 − a5 , ∆1 , ∆2
z(b)

inflation, output gap, and loss function in state L with an active contract,
assuming the ZLB is not binding
X represents whether a contract was signed in previous period
Y represents whether a contract is signed in the current period
inflation, output gap, and social loss function in state s
constants
function of b

M icrof oundation
w̄
wtCB , w̄CB
ĩt
ζ(ĩt )
CtCB
u(CtCB )
α

fixed wage the central banker receives when no FGC is in effect
wage the central banker receives when FGC is in effect
and its global maximum
the deviation of the interest-rate choice from the forecast
a function of ĩt
central banker’s consumption
central banker’s utility from consumption
the weight of central banker’s altruism towards households
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